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A look at how digital has changed consumers' relationships with money and their banks.
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What does retail banking look like in 2022? Certainly different from what we might have
seen 20 years ago. We’ve traded chequebooks for online transactions and statements,
the traditional deposit envelope for mobile deposit, and in some cases, cash for peer-topeer payments. 


Digital banking is here and for many it's the primary way they manage their money. But
just how dedicated to digital are today’s consumers, exactly? How is instant access
changing their relationship with their personal finances? And how does that impact their
expectations for online banking? 
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Overview + methodology.

To get a better understanding of today’s digital retail banking customers, we conducted
a third-party survey of 1,500 consumers, aged 18+ across the UK, who either solely
bank online or use both digital and in-person services to manage their money. What we
found is money matters are woven into our day-to-day life more than ever before, and
that’s changing when and how we bank. Our findings show:
Digital has given consumers more options (and banks more competition
Consumers today tie money to matters of their health, heart and happines
The customer experience is a high stakes matter for banks - with little room for error.
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It’s no surprise that the pandemic accelerated the push to digital-first banking, but it's the
staying power digital now has that will define how banks engage with today’s customers.

For starters, while the majority of consumers take a hybrid
approach to banking, using both online and in-person
channels, our survey results showed 48% of consumers
today are solely banking online.

Which of the following aspects are most important when
deciding to do business with a bank or financial institution?

How easy it is to access my 

accounts online (i.e.

web or mobile)

96%

Fees

It might be easy to assume that the majority of that group is made up of Gen Zers and
Millennials, but Gen Xers are actually the most likely to only connect with their bank online
(51%). Millenials are in fact the least likely generation to only connect with their bank online
(46%), proving that digital habits aren’t just based on demographics. 


For example, a Gen X customer may find it more important to be able to regularly access
their accounts, rather than have the ability to talk to someone about certain financial
decisions. Our survey results showed that the number one factor consumers consider
when choosing a bank to do business with is how easy it is to access their accounts online.
This was true for over 97% of Gen Xers. 
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Consumers are
cashing in on online
banking.

87%

Interest rates

77%

How easy it is to visit

a branch

63%

Social responsibility (i.e. how 

my bank invests or 

supports social causes)

46%
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Digital banking holds
Consumer insights: FSI

new opportunities.
The ability to easily access accounts has opened up a world of opportunities for consumers. Long
gone are the days of setting up all of your accounts with the one bank five minutes away from your
home.



Today’s average consumer holds accounts with at least two banks, and more than one in four
consumers (28%) have accounts with three or more banks. Millennials are the most likely to be
serial bankers with 40% holding accounts at three or more banks.

H ow m a n y d i f f e r e n t b a n ks / f i n a n c i a l i n st i t u t i o n s d o yo u c u r r e n t ly
h o l d ac c o u n t s w i t h ?
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So, why are
consumers shopping
for new banks so
frequently?

01
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Each instance where a consumer leaves a bank in search of a better offering is a
missed opportunity to build loyalty and retention. If banks are able to put the right
investments in place to not only track customer frustration, but opportunities to
clarify services or offer a more personalised experience, they can better compete
with the consumer's wandering eye.

This could be expanded options for an ISAor broader offerings such as the ability to
purchase cryptocurrency through their bank, a trend that is expected to grow in the
coming years. Over a quarter have invested in cryptocurrency in the past year, but
only 8% have done so through their bank. Banks that offer cryptocurrency
purchasing in coming months are likely to attract new business, with a quarter (25%)
of non-investors likely to change their minds if they could through a bank.

The majority of consumers (62%) are looking for options preferring to diversify where their money is kept and opting
for banks with different interest rates and ways to build
their wealth.

Similarly, another 22% say they moved to different banks,
because they didn’t feel their primary bank offered all of the
services they needed.
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One of the primary reasons consumers today may be such frequent digital banking users is
because their financial health is part of their every day. For the majority of consumers (71%) their
banking app is more important than any other app on their phone - beating out social media,
their favourite retail app, and peer-to-peer payment apps.   
So, how do our day-to-day interactions with our finances impact our lives?

For starters, it impacts our mental well-being.
More than two in three (67%) say their financial health regularly impacts their mental
health. Taking a look at Millennials, this number is even higher, with over three quarters
(76%) feeling the mental weight of their finances. With financial challenges such as rising
debt and inflation, consumers are feeling more stress and anxiety when it comes to their
money.
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Our wallets are tied

to our health and
happiness.
Does your financial health impact your mental health?

(Yes responses by generation)
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39%
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With money on their mind, our results show that consumers
are likely handling this anxiety by going overboard on their
watchfulness.

Two in five consumers (39%) check their bank account
balances almost every single day.
For these customers, digital can help to ease their daily financial anxiety and feel
more in control. It also makes a consistent banking experience critical to
customer satisfaction.
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When it comes to choosing a romantic partner, the majority of consumers (68%) say
finances are a factor in their decision, and 18% say that poor financial health would be
a deal breaker. With money matters impacting our health, it's no surprise that people
would also want to make sure whoever they date or marry has good money habits. 


Money has also become part of how we date and build a relationship. It's not unusual
for partners without joint accounts to look at their significant other's finances with a
third of consumers (52%) reported doing so. While most ask for permission, there are
still cases where consumers are opting to avoid having financial conversations and
checking up on their S.O.’s finances of their own accord (14%).  
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Our finances also get into
bed with us.

Banks shouldn’t try leading couples therapy, but there is an opportunity to offer
budgeting and transaction analysis tools that help customers to understand just where
their money goes - potentially easing financial conversations between partners. These
sorts of features may not seem critical, but our findings show that 49% of consumers
actually interact with these tools at least once a month and help to build a more
personalised experience for the individual customer. 
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With consumers more emotionally-driven when it comes to their finances, it's more
important than ever that the digital banking experience be as easy and seamless as
possible. Our results show that despite the multitude of options consumers now have today
to engage in serial banking, frustration can still lead to a consumer taking their business
elsewhere. 


In the last five years alone, 31% of consumers have closed an account, and the only reason
that figure isn’t bigger is because 20% of people who didn’t close accounts believe it’s too
complicated to do so! The primary reason consumers are leaving? Their banking
experience. Over half (57%) say they’ve closed an account because they either had a poor
experience with customer service or found a bank with the same offerings that they thought
offered better service. 


How can banks ease customer frustration? 


What makes up a poor experience is not just all errors and glitches. Only 17% have
experienced those issues, consumers say their biggest problem is they find it difficult to
resolve their issues online, including well over a third (37%) of Gen Zers.


This reiterates the need for banks to be more proactive with their digital banking
experiences. A good experience is not just about the bugs, but the opportunities to continue
to enhance and innovate to meet customers' changing needs. 




how you experienced any of the following issues when
banking online?

Data security issues (e.g. 

fraud, password theft)
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Customer frustration is costly.

16.50%

Website/app has a lot of

glitches / bugs

17.30%

It is difficult to find answers

to resolve issues online

30.00%

The app or website is

difficult to navigate

14.64%

The website or app lacks 

important banking features

18.10%
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If the primary reason for people struggling with their apps is that it’s difficult to find
answers to their questions or to resolve their issues online, it stands to reason that
customers will then resort to a contact centre or chat-bot to help them overcome
their problems, and 72% of all respondents do just this. But there are still 19% of
people who have had trouble completing a task using online banking, have given up
or gone to a different bank to complete it. When the problem is one of finding
information to solve problems, this figure goes as high at 35%. Digital leakage, when
a customer drops off between the app and the contact centre, is clearly an issue, and
it’s linked to access to the right data. The good news is that armed with this insight,
banks can begin to solve the problem and stop the customer churn.

when you face an issue with your bank online, which
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Digital leakage
exists, but is it
something to worry
about?

support channel do you most frequently use?

Self service tools such as live

chat or automated assistants

36.50%

I email customer service

35.50%

I call customer service

I reach out on social media

I go into my local branch to

speak some one in-person
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Security obviously remains a major concern, although only 16.5% of consumers have dealt with data
security issues - either having their account hacked or password stolen. That said, 31% of Gen Zers
report suffering data security issues - considerably higher than the average and any other age
group suggesting a need for greater security measures and personalisation for this age group in
particular.


Perhaps more worryingly, many consumers aren’t taking the right precautions to protect their
account. Over a quarter (26%) continue to use a traditional username and password to login, and
almost half of these (42%) have never changed their password, meaning a large percentage of the
population are a high banking-security risk. 

 

Furthermore, the highest percentage of password-login users occurs in the highest age group, with
38% or 55 years olds using login and password, but 46% never having changed their password.
Currently, under UK law, banks bear no more responsibility to vulnerable individuals than for
everyone else, despite more than half of people (51%) thinking they already do. With this in mind,
regardless of if and how consumers choose to protect themselves, data breaches and fraudulent
behaviour will always reflect poorly on the bank where it occurred. It’s critical that banks intuitively
embed security precautions into the customer experience, helping better protect accounts and
customers to better protect themselves. 


Two-factor 

(10%)

Password (26%)
Thumbprint (20%)
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A more secure way 

to bank.

FaceID (17%)
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How can retail banks
cash in on customer
optimisations?

£

1.

Balance errors with

opportunities.

2.

Make security your

priority.

3.

Don’t place all your eggs in the

self-service basket.

Consumers have little patience for a buggy banking

The risk of fraud has become an everyday concern, 


Despite the growing number of self-service tools

experience, but they are also looking for enhanced

yet many banks are using outdated methods for identity

available, 35% still use call centres when they have an

services and offerings. Examine how customers are

verification. As banking relationships become more

issue. It's critical to provide CX agents with the right

using the site to fuel new innovations and proactively

digital, it becomes more important to find new

insights to quickly resolve customer issues.

offer services that fit your customers’ needs.

approaches to secure customer accounts.
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4. Let empathy fuel your action.

5. Start by prioritising the mobile banking experience.

Customers today are looking to their banks to help ease their financial
anxiety. To meet customers where they are, teams need to understand
and empathise with their experiences, and use that insight to fuel action.
At Quantum Metric, we call this Empathy By Design - a new way to help
your organisation become more customer-driven.

Consumers today are checking their accounts from a number of
channels, but research shows mobile has become the centre of the
customer experience. To optimise the entire digital banking experience,
banks should first start by understanding how to minimise friction and
create a seamless experience on mobile.
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Check out our new ebook on building frictionless mobile banking experiences for insight into the
technology and strategies you can invest in today.
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Want to learn more about how you can improve

visibility, raise digital empathy and improve 

your customer outcomes? 

Build frictionless

mobile banking
experiences faster.
How to get better visibility, raise digital empathy, and improve customer outcomes.

www.quantummetric.com / See a demo of Quantum Metric for mobile →
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